SPECIAL THANKS

VCU Department of Music Staff
Karmalita Bawar, Financial/HR Assistant
Curt Blankenship, Facilities Manager
Anne Marie Dumain, Communications Coordinator
Linda Johnson, Administrative Director
Sara Jones, Academic Advisor
Marcey Leonard, Admissions Assistant

VCU Department of Music Student Organizations
Kappa Kappa Psi National Honorary Band Fraternity - Kappa Psi Chapter
American Choral Directors Association - Student Chapter
American String Teachers Association - Student Chapter

GIVING

The VCU Department of Music is deeply grateful to all the members of our community who have made charitable contributions in Becky's honor.

If you'd like to make a donation in Becky's memory, visit go.vcu.edu/givemusic and click "Online Giving Form." The form automatically selects "Friends of Music," the music department's general fund.

To contribute to RVA Street Singers, you may use the same online form. Select "Search for Other Funds" from the drop-down menu and search for "RVA Street Singers."

Checks can be made out to "VCU Foundation" with "Friends of Music" or "RVA Street Singers" in the memo. Checks can be mailed to:

VCU Department of Music
922 Park Avenue
Box 842004
Richmond, VA 23284-2004

Concert to Honor
Rebecca Tyree

Sunday, October 28, 2018 at 3 p.m.
Sonia Vlahcevic Concert Hall
W.E. Singleton Center for the Performing Arts
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, VA

arts.vcu.edu/music
Program

MLK
Micah Baldwin, tenor

Underneath the Stars
Kate Rusby, arr. Jim Clements
Haleigh Evaro, soprano

VCU Vocal Chamber Ensemble

Heavenly Light
Alexander Kopylov
All of Us from Considering Matthew Shepard
Craig Hella Johnson

Trio: Sherlita Mickens, Frances Frederick, Kate Kistler
Small Ensemble: Cvana Clarkson, J. Luu, Abigail Villanueva,
Gabriel Brown, Jaleel Jackson, Sid Nimmalagadda

VCU Choral Arts Society
Erin Freeman, conductor
David Kim, piano

Video Reflection
Jacob Devol

Seal Lullaby
Eric Whitacre

VCU Vox Concordia
Margaret Taylor Woods, conductor
Mona Wu, piano

Truth
Andrea Ramsey

VCU Vox Concordia & Deep Run High School Cantate
Amy El-Khoury, conductor
Maron El-Khoury, percussion

Video Reflection
Sherri Matthews

Ave Regina Caelorum
Plainsong

Ave Regina Caelorum
Philip Stopford

Sanctuary
Michael Simpson, director

Hymn to the Eternal Flame
Stephen Paulus

In Gratitude
Deen E. Entsminger

VCU and Hermitage High School Alumni Choir
Jacob Devol, conductor
David Kim, piano

VCU COMMONWEALTH SINGERS
Select mixed choir, conducted by Rebecca Tyree from 2011-2014
Erin Freeman, Conductor | David Kim, Pianist

Collin W. Aloi
Micah Baldwin
Lida Bourhill *
Hailey Broyles
Jake Cann
Jonathan Carr *
Victoria Cottrell
Tara Davy
Sarah Dobson
Brian C. Donovan
Matt Evangelisto
Haleigh Evaro
Bryan Freche
Samantha Garcia *
Abigail Graham

Cathern Hazelwood *
Evan Heiter *
Shyheim Selvan Hinnant
Emily Hubbard
Matthew Jennsch
Delvin Joppie
Kate Juliana
Travis Krickovic
Matt Malone
Kevin Mann *
Kristen Melzer *
Keene Mendenhall
Sebastian Peterson
Nye Powell
Tya Robinson

* VCU Student Leaders

VCU SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE
Terry Austin, Conductor

Flutes
Ashlyn Senger
Bethany Freiler, PICCOLO
Iman Williams
Benjamin Lofton
Mary Allen

Saxophones
Matt Glasgow
Brett Gailey
Derek Cobbs, Jr.
Nikolas Smith

Trumpets
Noah Mendoza, PRINCIPAL
Nathan Rhodes
Robert Williamson
Sebastian Ford
Mason Klein
Cougar Conley

Horns
Kayla Modlin
Steve Deren
Cassie Cardarelli
Julia Terhune
Jasmine Corcelius

Trombones
Tye Profitt
Patrick Gadams
Bryan Gonzalez
Will Dalymple
Adam Elliott, BASS

Euphoniums
Tim Lopez
Andrew Johnson

Tubas
Theo Learnard
Noah Mason
T.G. Burkes

String Bass
Neville Permel

Piano
Matthew Driver

Percussion
Nick Bullard, PRINCIPAL
John Kresge
Matthew Breaux
Justin Willbanks
Tyler Stephenson
Colin Bradley
Cameron Shattuck

Cello
Olivia Shawish
VCU & HERMITAGE HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNI CHOIR

Former students of Rebecca Tyree from two institutions where she made her mark
Jacob Devol, Conductor and Alumni of both

Alden Blevins  Matt Gillis  Lucy Monte
Ryan Blevins   Lexie Gruber  Anna Moore
Ayana Butler   Matt Hassner  Rachel Nance
Audrey Christesen Meredith Haynie  Ryan O'Donnell
Alyse Coleman  Christine Hoffman  Tess Ottinger
Sam Cook       Victoria Jackson  Taylor Schmidt
Georgia Cotter  Frankie James   Mara Smith
Trevor Devol   Samantha John    Kelsey Snyder
Tiu Duong      Paige Lee        Ann Voss
Kirsten Ferguson Kristina Lynch  Ash Whitehead
Lydia Fisher-Lasky  Julia Martin  Andrew Wingfield
Janna Fuentes  Danny Medina    Stephen Wright

RVA STREET SINGERS

A community choir for people affected by homelessness and their allies in the Greater Richmond region, founded by Rebecca Tyree in 2018

Cameron Carter, Co-Founder of RVA Street Singers
Robin Rio, Music Director
Sherri Matthews, Pianist
Elva Mapp, Walk-in and Volunteer Coordinator
Katherine Lester-Bacon, Associate Pastor; Alex Evans, Pastor; Second Presbyterian Church

The choir is grateful to the Blank Foundation, the Second Presbyterian Church, the VCU Music Department, the VCU School of Social Work, the VCU Service Learning Students, and most importantly, the RVA Street Singer Choir Members who give their best and share their love of singing to make the world brighter.

Brian        Sherri       Carl
Robert      Teddy       Vinny
Jenny        Love        Debbie
Nanavale     Thomas      Elva
Coco         Austin      Sarah
Zuhayr      Walter      John
Christine    James Lee   Lawrence
Darrian      Charles     Ramona
Meghan       Robin       Angie
Robin        Brenda      Minto
Cameron      Darlene    Melvin

Video Reflections

VCU Alumni

Piece Romantique, Op. 55
Primavera
La Chaise a Porteurs
Idylle Arabe

Christine Hilbert and Megan Slay, piano


Violaine Michel, violin, and Hope Armstrong Erb, piano

Video Reflections

Becky's Colleagues

I Remember
Robin Rio with RVA Street Singers & VCU Music Community
Robert Rosenbrook, guitar

Over the Rainbow
E.Y. Harburg & Harold Arlen
Debbie Burgess, soloist, and Robert Rosenbrook, guitar

RVA Street Singers
Robin Rio, conductor
Sherri Matthews, piano

I Smile
Kirk Franklin, James Harris, Terry Lewis & Fredrick Tackett

RVA Street Singers with VCU Vox Concordia

Video Reflections

Friends, Students, and Colleagues

Lux Aeterna
Edward Elgar, John Cameron
Your Eyes
Deen E. Entsminger

composed 2018, in memory of Rebecca Tyree

VCU Commonwealth Singers
Erin Freeman, conductor

Video Reflections

VCU Music Students

In My Father's Eyes
Julie Ann Giroux

VCU Symphonic Wind Ensemble with VCU Choral Ensembles
Terry Austin, conductor

Amazing Grace
arr. William Himes

VCU Symphonic Wind Ensemble
All Ensembles and Audience
Amazing Grace

Amazing Grace, How sweet the sound
That saved a wretch like me
I once was lost, but now am found
T'was grace that taught my heart to fear
And grace, my fears relieved
How precious did that grace appear
The hour I first believed.

Through many dangers, toils and snares
We have already come.
T'was grace that brought us safe thus far
And grace will lead us home.

VCU VOCAL CHAMBER ENSEMBLE
Self-directed ensemble, founded by Professor Tyree

Micah Baldwin
Calvin Bremer
Christianna Casey
Haleigh Evaro
Shyheim Selvan Hinnant
Kate Juliana
Kevin Mann
Emily Nesbitt
Connor Terrell
Jasmin Ward
Trevor White

VCU CHORAL ARTS SOCIETY
Large non-auditioned ensemble, conducted by Rebecca Tyree from 2003-2011

Erin Freeman, Conductor | David Kim, Pianist

Kel Arrington
Brooke Askew
Lauryn Blizzard
Andrew Bonieskie
Gabriel Brown
Amanda Burton *
Morgan Cable
Alex Campbell
Nicholas Cantwell
Cyana Rai Clarkson
Chrisy Cordoba
Chelsea Crayton
Miranda Del Valle *
Christine Do
Liam Dryden
Emmett Early
Hongzi Fan
Emma Farmer
Frances Frederick
Colin Freeman
Caroline Fry
Eden Marie Gordley
Jeremiah Green
Sarah Hamilton
Jade Harris
Sarah Harrison
Scott Henrehan *
Shyheim Selvan Hinnant
Malcolm Holmes
Jaleel Jackson
Haley Johnson *
Jules Juliano
Trinity Kenny
Kate Kistler
Martin Klunder
Nicole Kotola
Taylor Lacy
Haiyu Lu
Demarco Lumpkin
Jordan Luu *
Allen Macuno
Brittney Mattis
Michael H. McLean
Kayro Mendoza-Ibarra
Sherita Mickens
Stephanie Minor
Mare Moody *
Mary Mooney
Tess Moore
Jayana Murdoch
Julie Han Nguyen
Sid Nimmalahadda *
Molly O'Hare
Isabel O'Malley
Keeley O'Shea
Emma Oakley
Camilo Ortiz
Danny Parada
Emerson Perry
Alexis Pfahl
Kevin Potter
Alexis Scott
Emily Sibehandith
Denelle Smith
Noah Smith
Khalil Smithers
Alex Stokes
Devin Sullivan
Corey Sutphin
James Taylor
Inez E Thornton
Kimberly Trac
Emma Jane Tracy
Abigail Villanueva
William J. Ware *
Emma Weary
Rachel Weatherby
Gabrielle Yow

* VCU STUDENT LEADERS

VOX CONCORDIA
Formerly Women's Choir, founded by Rebecca Tyree
Margaret Woods, Conductor | Mona Wu, Pianist

Kelly Adam *
Elissa Bolden
Grace Bonaccorsi
Christianna Casey *
Saleana Copeland
Victoria Cottrell *
Miranda Delvalle
Sarah George *
Janice Guzman *
Abigail Hauschild
Carina Hines
Emily Horton
Meredith Lee
Meghan Mack

Hannah Overton
Kayla Seabolt *
Nicole Silva
Mikala Swank
Nadely Taveras
Emma Tracy
Mona Wu

* VCU STUDENT LEADERS

DEEP RUN HIGH SCHOOL CANTATE
Highschool ensemble, influenced by Rebecca Tyree and performed under her direction in 2017
Amy El-Khouri, Conductor

Ellie Aldinger
Emilie Applebach
Maddie Berkely
Eva Brooks
Erin Brubaker
Sarah Deyo
Mia Gibson
Kennedy Gordon
Gowri Goutham
Sarah Henneberger
Abigail Honeycutt
Cathy Kang
Hannah Lawrence
Grace Litsinger

Casey Pence
Bella Smith
Jennie Weitzelhofer
Cate Wenzler
Olivia Wilkinson
Emily Woodard
Claire Wright

* VCU STUDENT LEADERS

SANCTUARY
Compline ensemble, in which Rebecca Tyree recently sang
Michael Simpson, Director

Soprano
Stephanie Blackwood
Kelly Kennedy
Deborah Klosterman
Abby Outlaw

Tenor
Jacob Devol
Matthew Hassmer
Margaret Krebs

Alto
Kathryn Fessler
Martha Prevett
Alyssa Shevchuk

Bass
Malcolm Hines
Ian Richardson
Jim Smith-Parham

* VCU STUDENT LEADERS